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?‘he paper gives a general embedding theorem for functional equations 
containing holonomic operators. Special casea of these functional equations 
are difference equations and q-difference equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Embedding theorems for ordinary differential equations can be found in [l] 
and more generally in [2]. A similar result can be proved for difference 
equations or for q-difference equations or, even more generally, for functional 
equations involving P-operators, such that 
where CL is a function of class (K) as defined in [3]. It is clear that the cases of 
finite differences corresponding to P = E, such that Ef(t) =f(t + l), and 
of q-differences corresponding to P = -4, such that &(t) -f($), where 4 
is a constant, are included in the more general case of P. Although the case 
P = E seems the most interesting from the point of view of applications to 
optimization theory, it seems that in the near future the P operator will have 
to be considered. 
For existence theorems of functional equations of the form 
P.r = F(Y, t), (2) 
where x and F are n-dimensional vectors, we refer to [3]. The special case 
P = E is considered in [4], the case P = A in [Sj. 
In the present paper we consider the embedding theorem corresponding 
to the existence theorems. We study the more general case of the operator P 
in the functional equation (2). We shall first review the results of the existence 
and uniqueness theorems. 
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2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
In [3] the following theorem is proved: 
If P is dejined by (1) and C( is of class (K) and in addition x(t) = y(t), for 
t, < t < t, , then x(t), sohtion of (2) exists and is unique for t, < t < t, , 
for any positice integer n, where 
&I) = 4 , a(t1) = ci[c&)] = c?(to) = t, )..., 
a(fnq) = cP(tJ = tn ,... . 
The solution can be considered as an a-periodic function (see [3]) since it 
clearly depends on y(t) defined only for t, < t < t, . 
The result was refined in [6] for the operators ,4 and E and in [7] for the 
operator P. 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution x(t) was proved to satisfy 
the classical initial value problem. 
3. EMBEDDING THEOREM 
We repeat the method used in [6] and [7]: To a(t) we associate a function 
,8(t, s) such that 
B(4 a) = t, B(t, b) = 4th a < b. (3) 
This result can be obtained by writing 
B(t, s) = A(s) t + B(s) a(t), (4) 
where 
A(a) = 1, A(b) = 0, B(a) = 0, B(b) = 1, (5) 
and 9 and B are defined for a < s < 6. Let 
h(s) = (s - b)/(a - b), P(S) = (s - a)/@ - 4, 
then A(s) = hv(h), B(s) = p(p), where v and w are analytic and 
p(l) = w(1) = 1, is a satisfactory solution but by no means the only one. 
According to the choice of p and w we shall call /3 a (9, w)-function. 
We next consider the s-associate of the operator P by writing 
then clearly 
Wf (4 = f Nt, $1 = ?(C 4, (6) 
Wf (0 = f [B(t, 41 =f(th P(a) = I, 
P(b) f(t) = f [P(t, WI = fbW1 = w P(b) = P. 
(7) 
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We consider now the solution of x(t) of (2) such that 
x(t,) = c = [Cl ) c, ,..., C,]. 
We see that the functional equation 
P(s) x(t) = .qB(t, s)] = F(@(C 41, t, 4 
gives for t = t, 
(8) 
P(s) x(to) = mto > 4 = fw% ,a to > 4 = ml 
which defines x for a < s < b. 
More precisely: x[;B(t, , s)] is defined for a < s < b, i.e., for 
&I < B(to 7 s) < +o) = 4 , 
or for 
t, = II < fi(to , s) < to , 
and clearly xv(t, , s)] = C for s = a, i.e., fl(to , a) = to . 
We can generalize this result by considering 
B = Wl 7 82 9-.-v l4J, Pk = A(4 s), h = 1) 2 ,...) n, (9) 
where each p, satisfies both (3) and (4). We thus have 
P(s) x(t) = q(t, s)] = F{xW, 4, t, s]}, 
where p is an n-vector as defined by (9). Also x[B(to , a)] = C. We can state 
THEOREM. The original solution of (2) defined by x(t) = x0(t) for 
to < t < a(t,) = t, , where x,(t) is an a-periodic vector, is embedded into the 
solution sp(t, , s)] for a < s < b, which is such that x[/3(to, s)] = C. 
We can be more specific and speak of a (v, w)-embedding according to the 
form of the functions v and w in /I as given in (4). 
In particular, if A(s) = X and B(s) = p we have a linear embedding. 
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